USS GENEVA MISSION TRANSCRIPT – 10202.22
Host Bob_SM says:
=/\==/\==/\=RESUME MISSION=/\==/\==/\=
Host Bob_SM says:
THE USS GENEVA IS STILL IN THE MYSTERIOUS SPACE
FCO_Elack says:
::In Sickbay, anxiously waiting to be released::
CO_Tucker says:
::Sitting in his chair waiting for news of the XO and FCO::
Host Bob_SM says:
THE MISSING CREWMEMBERS HAVE ALMOST REAPPEARED WITH THE USE OF THE ANYON EMMITTER
EO_Chapu says:
:: In ENG, making some rounds ::
CNS_Bauer says:
::Fast asleep in SB::
XO_Eden says:
::Is currently split between dimensions, it isn't a very pleasant feeling::
Host Bob_SM says:
HOWEVER, THE DILITHIUM CRYSTALS ARE STILL MISSING, MAKING WARP ENGINES NON-FUNCTIONAL
ACEO_T`Obea says:
::in sickbay, watching the crew rematerialize using the anyon emitters, fascinated --- although really there to make sure the doctors are using her equipment properly.::
FCO_Elack says:
::Feels like she is split in two....oh wait, she is::
ACEO_T`Obea says:
::walks over to the CNS and watches him for a moment, seeing him fading less frequently.::
CSO_Shras says:
:: standing in sickbay beside the CNS ::
CMO_Tunik says:
::in sickbay reading over medical records of senior staff::
ACEO_T`Obea says:
::gives a courteous nod to the CSO and then walks over to the FCO who's lying in the bed next to the CNS::
XO_Eden says:
::Is faintly aware of her surroundings wondering when the crew will pull them all the way through::
CNS_Bauer says:
::Begins to awake from deep sleep. Feeling whole again and feeling better. Has major headache::
FCO_Elack says:
::Thinks that she is close to being in her own dimension now::
CSO_Shras says:
:: looking at his tricorder and the CNS bed display ::
ACEO_T`Obea says:
::is Bolian -- and hence.. naturally curious:: FCO: Greetings.  How are you feeling?
CMO_Tunik says:
::steps next to the CSO:: CSO: Intriguing medical records for Lt. JG Elack. There are only minor fluctuations in her physiological chemistry.
FCO_Elack says:
ACEO: ::growls:: I have just been split between two dimensions. How do you think I'm feeling?!!?
ACEO_T`Obea says:
::blinks at the hostility:: FCO: I don't know, that's why I'm asking.
CSO_Shras says:
CMO: How do they compare to the CNS vital signs?
CNS_Bauer says:
Hears the familiar screech of FCO and quivers::
FCO_Elack says:
ACEO: ::composes herself:: ACEO: Sorry, sir.....obviously I'm a  bit groggy and irritable...physically, though, I believe I am fine.
ACEO_T`Obea says:
::goes to pat the FCO's shoulder, but her hand goes through the FCO's body::  FCO: Uh.. we can talk later if you wish.  ::smiles and rubs her hand that went through the FCO's body -- as it felt a slight chill::
CMO_Tunik says:
CSO: They are understandable considering what she is currently going through. I find Ktarian physiology quite intriguing. ::frowns slightly:: Her readings aren't that different from the Counselors.
XO_Eden says:
::Pulls through shortly after the FCO finding herself on the floor in sickbay::
CMO_Tunik says:
CSO: However, because he was only temporarily out of phase, there are slight fluctuations.
FCO_Elack says:
::Sees the CMO:: CMO: ::loudly:: Doctor, what is happening?
CSO_Shras says:
CMO: They stated no major health problems in the report of the Enterprise incident that was similar to this one....
CSO_Shras says:
CMO: How about the Commander? :: looks the XO on the bed next to the FCO ::
CMO_Tunik says:
::looks at the FCO with a bit of intrigue::  FCO: You phased into another dimension. With Mr. Bauer's assistance, we returned you to your, "normal" state of existence.
EO_Chapu says:
:: staggers a little, then gets his footing back;  shakes his head ::
XO_Eden says:
::Looks up at the CNS and FCO and thinks "How come I don't get a biobed?"::
CO_Tucker says:
*CSO*: What is the status of our missing crew?
FCO_Elack says:
CMO: Ah....ok....
CNS_Bauer says:
::Hears FCO yell and is wide awake, startled:: SELF: Holy Cow!
FCO_Elack says:
::Sees the CNS next to her and grumbles::
CMO_Tunik says:
CSO: The Commander is on the floor. ::walks to the XO, picks her up, and carries her to a bio-bed:: XO: How did you end up on the floor?
FCO_Elack says:
::Starts to stand up::
CSO_Shras says:
:: helps the CMO ::
FCO_Elack says:
::Suddenly starts to float as she stands:: Out Loud: What?!?!?
ACEO_T`Obea says:
::turns to see that the crew is doing okay, and under the care of the doctor:: CMO: Dr, thank you for letting me stay.  I'll return to engineering now.
CNS_Bauer says:
FCO: Sssssshhhhh! please
XO_Eden says:
CMO: A little bug in the anyon emitter?  I don't know.  ::Props herself up on the biobed::
FCO_Elack says:
CNS: Sorry.....It’s not every day that I can float.
XO_Eden says:
CSO: Nice to see you Commander, what's been happening?
CMO_Tunik says:
::curious of whether or not he is having flashbacks again... all is a bit unorthodox:: ACEO: You’re welcome.
CO_Tucker says:
*CSO*: Tucker to Shras.
FCO_Elack says:
::Whispers loudly:: CSO: A bit of help, please? ::Is still floating::
CNS_Bauer says:
FCO: I'm sorry, just I got bad brain pain right now . It is so noisy here. SELF:: Where am I?
XO_Eden says:
::Still feels a bit fuzzy, shakes her head and blinks a few times::
ACEO_T`Obea says:
CNS/FCO/XO: I wish you all speedy recovery.   ::turns to leave::
EO_Chapu says:
:: walks to the central console and tries to make sense of what is happening ::
CMO_Tunik says:
::walks to the FCO and forces her back on the bio-bed, then places a medical force field to keep her in her place::
CMO_Tunik says:
FCO: This should prevent you from... floating.
CNS_Bauer says:
::Thinks ,looks:: SELF: oh, sick bay
ACEO_T`Obea says:
::walks down the corridor and taps her combadge:: *EO*: Lt. T'Obea to Lt Chapu`
XO_Eden says:
ACEO: Thank you Lieutenant, and good work.
CO_Tucker says:
::Wonders if the comm system is down now::
FCO_Elack says:
CMO: Uh....this is a bit confining.....::keeps shocking herself on the force field::
EO_Chapu says:
:: taps his combadge :: *ACEO* :  Chapu' here.  What's up T'Obea?
CSO_Shras says:
*CO*: Shras here?
CO_Tucker says:
*CSO*: How are our two "lost ones"?
XO_Eden says:
::Notes that the grav plates have not been fixed in sickbay::
CNS_Bauer says:
::Lies back down puts pillow over his head to block out light and noise::
CMO_Tunik says:
::lowers the shock to the force field:: FCO: I am sorry. That is all I can do right now.
ACEO_T`Obea says:
*EO*: I have a strange and weird theory about where our Dilithium is....  want to hear it.  ::steps into the TL::   TL: Main Engineering.
XO_Eden says:
CMO: Doctor, could you give me something to clear my head?
FCO_Elack says:
CMO: That’s ok..... But, please send a word to engineering....
FCO_Elack says:
CMO: I believe I can return to duty now.
CSO_Shras says:
*CO*: Recovering, I think the doctor will be able to release them shortly......but I cannot speak for him.
EO_Chapu says:
*ACEO*:  What's your theory?  I'm open to anything. . .
CMO_Tunik says:
::walks to medical storage... gets the right prescription... then walks back to the XO:: XO: This will provide clarity to your vision and basically adjusts your parietal and occipital lobes to the environment. ::injects her::
CO_Tucker says:
*CSO*: Very well.  Report back to the bridge as soon as you can.
ACEO_T`Obea says:
*EO*: The idea is.. that... well... seeing how our crew members mange to exist in this dimension.. and the next.. I'm proposing that it vanished into the next dimension because.............   ::steps off the TL and walks down the corridor towards ENG::  Dilithium stores and channels energy.. and it might have stored and channeled energy into the next dimension.. Wherever that is.
EO_Chapu says:
:: leans on the Central Console ::
Host Bob_SM says:
PRELIMINARY SCANS OF THE PLANET DO YIELD INFORMATION ABOUT WHAT COULD BE SOME FORM OF DILITHIUM
CMO_Tunik says:
::looks at the FCO:: FCO: It is me who determines when you are able to return to duty. ::walks to her and takes out medical tricorder::
XO_Eden says:
::Feels normal almost instantly and eases herself off the biobed:: CMO: Great!  Thank you Tunik.  Will I be able to report to duty?
CO_Tucker says:
*ACEO*:  Tucker to T’Obea.
ACEO_T`Obea says:
*CO*: Captain, yes, sir?
ACEO_T`Obea says:
::walks into engineering as she continues to ponder over her idea and searches ENG for Chapu::
CSO_Shras says:
CMO: I'll leave you with your patients; I'll be on the bridge if you need me.
EO_Chapu says:
:: walks over to T'Obea ::
CO_Tucker says:
*ACEO*: What is the status of the Dilithium Crystals?
CMO_Tunik says:
::turns to Berlin:: Berlin: Take care of the Commander.
ACEO_T`Obea says:
::waves at Chapu in acknowledgement::
ACEO_T`Obea says:
CO: I'm working on a theory, sir.  But as far as the dilithium crystals are concerned.. They are still missing.
EO_Chapu says:
:: Nods ::
FCO_Elack says:
::waits impatiently to get back to duty::
CMO_Tunik says:
FCO: I see no reason why you cannot return to duty. ::deactivates the force field::
CNS_Bauer says:
CMO: Yeah Doc just take the ache out of my head, I think I want to be somewhere quiet and not so bright.
FCO_Elack says:
CMO: Thank you!!
CNS_Bauer says:
CMO: Hey me too.
CMO_Tunik says:
<Berlin> ::scans the XO:: XO: Commander, you seem in top condition. I see no reason why you should stay either. ::smiles::
FCO_Elack says:
::Gets up and sees that the grav plates are working again::
ACEO_T`Obea says:
EO: what do you think of .. my theory?
CO_Tucker says:
*ACEO*: I'm not sure why... but we are getting some interesting readings from the planet.  Report to the bridge ASAP.
EO_Chapu says:
ACEO :  So. . . basically, all the crystals are in the alternate dimension?
ACEO_T`Obea says:
*CO*: Aye sir.  I'm on my way.
FCO_Elack says:
*CO*: On my way to duty, sir!!
CMO_Tunik says:
::injects the CNS with ghydozine, which takes care of his headache:: CNS: Once your headache has subsided, you may return to duty.
ACEO_T`Obea says:
::nods:: EO: That is what I think.  There doesn't seem to be any other explanations...
FCO_Elack says:
::runs to the bridge::
XO_Eden says:
Berlin: Thanks.  ::Grins and makes a note to include a positive note for Berlin in her next report::
CO_Tucker says:
*ACEO*: Bring Lt. Chapu with you.
CSO_Shras says:
:: walks out of sickbay, to the TL and the Bridge ::
CNS_Bauer says:
CMO: Cool thanks Doc
XO_Eden says:
::Leaves sickbay at a brisk pace to the nearest TL::
ACEO_T`Obea says:
EO: But of course.. we should see what these strange readings are before setting any theories in stone.
CO_Tucker says:
*FCO*: Good to hear Lt.  Glad to hear you are OK.
FCO_Elack says:
::Runs into the CSO while she's heading to the TL:: CSO: Sorry!!!
ACEO_T`Obea says:
*CO*: Aye sir.   ::nods at the EO and heads out of ENG again, and leaving someone in charge of ENG::
EO_Chapu says:
:: over-hears the Captain wanting him ::
CMO_Tunik says:
::sees that sickbay is clearing out... and wonders... what next:: CNS: Your welcome Counselor.
ACEO_T`Obea says:
EO: Let's go.
CNS_Bauer says:
::Sits up and sits on edge of bio-bed.::
CSO_Shras says:
:: Looks at the FCO :;
EO_Chapu says:
:: heads out the door and follows the ACEO ::
CSO_Shras says:
FCO: Did the doctor give you the ok?
ACEO_T`Obea says:
EO: I am curious to what these strange readings would be ...  ::steps into the TL:::
FCO_Elack says:
CSO: Yes...of course...
CSO_Shras says:
FCO: are you feeling right?
CNS_Bauer says:
::Feels relief and stand next to bio-bed holding on to it::
FCO_Elack says:
::Pants as she stops on the TL for a breath:: CSO: Fine.
ACEO_T`Obea says:
::waits for the EO to step into the TL and then waits for the doors to slide:: TL: Bridge.
EO_Chapu says:
ACEO :  It's just odd that . . . :: steps into the TL ::  . . . t
XO_Eden says:
::Waits for the TL to arrive at the bridge:: *CO*: I'm on my way to the bridge Captain.
ACEO_T`Obea says:
EO: that what, Lt?  ::taps foot impatiently at the TL.. in the TL::
EO_Chapu says:
ACEO : . . . . We are caught in a temporal duel-parallel universe
CO_Tucker says:
*XO*: Good... Great!
CMO_Tunik says:
::presses combadge:: *CO*: Captain, are you free yet?
FCO_Elack says:
::Arrives on the bridge and runs to the helm::
CSO_Shras says:
:: The TL doors opens and he enters the bridge, toward the central chairs ::
CNS_Bauer says:
::Begins to walk to the SB exits and stops, he turns around:: ANYBODY: If someone could just tell me where I am going and I'm sure I can handle it from there.
ACEO_T`Obea says:
EO: That is true.. It is a strange paradox.  And here we are...  ::enters the bridge::
CO_Tucker says:
*CMO*: Unfortunately, not Doctor.  I will get with you when I am....
EO_Chapu says:
:: Steps out of the TL and towards the ENG station ::
ACEO_T`Obea says:
CO: Reporting as order sir.. What's this strange reading?
EO_Chapu says:
CO: Captain, we're here
CMO_Tunik says:
::walking into office to continue updating crew medical logs and death certificates:: *CO*: Understood sir.
XO_Eden says:
::Stops out onto the bridge and goes to her chair::
CSO_Shras says:
CO: anything new?
ACEO_T`Obea says:
::moves over to the ENG station with EO and keys their commands in to start up the console.. and moves into ENG station II herself::
FCO_Elack says:
XO: Awaiting orders, ma'am!
XO_Eden says:
FCO: Man your post Lieutenant, I'll relay further orders to you, once I receive some of my own.  ::Smiles and motions over to the flight console::
CO_Tucker says:
ACEO/EO: Look at these readings... something you might be able to use.  ::Points to the display panel::
FCO_Elack says:
::Salutes and sits at the helm::
CNS_Bauer says:
::Heads to bridge::
ACEO_T`Obea says:
CO: aye sir.  ::takes a look at the reading .. and her face turns into a knowing look:: EO: Wow...
EO_Chapu says:
:: walks over and looks at the display panel ::
CNS_Bauer says:
::enters TL:: Computer:: Bridge please..... slowly.
XO_Eden says:
::Sits down and waits for the CO to finish with the Engineers before bugging him about orders::
CMO_Tunik says:
Computer: Computer. First, provide me with small view screen of events occurring on the bridge. Second, what is the current medical status overall of the Geneva crew now... compared to when we left Starbase.
ACEO_T`Obea says:
EO: According to these readings.. and...  ::taps in a few calculations:: according to these calculations... these are... dilithium crystals?  ::frowns::  But.. but.. they aren’t the same type of crystals we are used to.
CO_Tucker says:
ACEO/EO: I don't want to risk another shuttle.  Think you could muster up enough power to land this bird?
ACEO_T`Obea says:
::looks at the EO and lets him answer this one::
CNS_Bauer says:
::Arrives on bridge ....too soon. Exits onto bridge::
ACEO_T`Obea says:
CO: I don't think landing would be a problem.. It’s taking off.  If what you're proposing is what I think you’re proposing.. then.. that shouldn't be a problem either.
EO_Chapu says:
ACEO : These are barely dilithium crystals.
CSO_Shras says:
:: turns around to his station ::
ACEO_T`Obea says:
EO: But the principle to them is the same.
CO_Tucker says:
ACEO/EO: Well, just as I thought.  ::Thinks of the days when he was CEO:: I do think we can make use of these crystals though.  Do you agree?
EO_Chapu says:
CO:  Captain, T'Obea is right.  Landing is an all go.  But….. . :: cringes his face :: Taking off is going to be a pain in the neck
CNS_Bauer says:
::Listening to conversation::
ACEO_T`Obea says:
CO/EO: I think that we can configure our system to be compatible with these crystals.. enough to get us home.. I hope.
CO_Tucker says:
EO: But if I'm right, we won't have to worry about that.  If I'm wrong.... well we are stuck here anyway.
EO_Chapu says:
:: makes some calculations with the input of the dilithium ::
CMO_Tunik says:
::notices that crew readings are normal, except for the three inter-dimensional cowboys and girls::
CO_Tucker says:
ACEO/EO: So we are agreed?
ACEO_T`Obea says:
CO: We will comply with the best of our abilities.
EO_Chapu says:
CO:  From my calculations, Captain, these "crystals" should barely give it.
CO_Tucker says:
XO: Blue Alert!
Host Bob_SM (Blue Alert.wav)
CMO_Tunik says:
::finishes death certificate::
CO_Tucker says:
FCO: Bring her down on the planet's surface.
ACEO_T`Obea says:
EO: That's why we should try to configure our systems to be a little more efficient with the crystals found.  It's .. it's the best we can do under the circumstances.
CNS_Bauer says:
CO: Are we landing?
ACEO_T`Obea says:
CO: We better notify the ship.
XO_Eden says:
::After hearing the conversation initiates blue alert::
CO_Tucker says:
ACEO/EO: I want you two on the Away Team once we land.
Host Bob_SM says:
AS THE SHIP APPROACHES CLOSER TO THE PLANET FOR LANDING, THE UNUSUAL DILITHIUM READINGS GET STRONGER
EO_Chapu says:
:: taps his combadge ::  *All Engineers*:  All Engineers, prepare for Blue Alert
Host Bob_SM says:
HOWEVER, THE READINGS ARE FAR FROM NORMAL
CO_Tucker says:
CSO: You will head up the mission.
CMO_Tunik says:
::hears the blue alert sounded::
ACEO_T`Obea says:
::taps frantically on her console:: CO: Aye.   ::keeps tapping::
EO_Chapu says:
:: starts making adjustments ::
XO_Eden says:
*Ship-wide*: All hands prepare stations for blue alert and brace for landing.
Host Bob_SM says:
THERE IS NO PLAUSIBLE REASON FOR THE UNUSUAL READINGS OTHER THAN THAT THIS MYSTERIOUS AREA OF SPACE IS EXACTLY THAT, MYSTERIOUS
CNS_Bauer says:
::Thinks this is so odd, watching with great interest.
CMO_Tunik says:
::looks at the readings from the three crew... and wonders if there is a connection between their phasing within dimensions, and the ship::
Host Bob_SM (Blue Alert.wav)
CO_Tucker says:
*CMO*: Prepare for an Away Mission Doctor.
ACEO_T`Obea says:
EO: Try realigning the dilithium matrix to be orthogonal to the geo-shape of the crystals found.
FCO_Elack says:
::Places her hands on her controls, ready for anything::
ACEO_T`Obea says:
CO: These.. these. readings of these.. crystals.. They are absolutely baffling...
CMO_Tunik says:
::hears the Captain:: *CO*: Understood sir. Will you need more than one medical officer?
CSO_Shras says:
CO: Yes sir!
CNS_Bauer says:
CO: Could I go too, Sir?
CO_Tucker says:
CNS: Not this time Counselor...
Host Bob_SM says:
THE ODD COLOR OF THE PLANET AND ITS SUN MAKE THE PLANET'S ATMOSPHERE SHIMMER WILDLY, BUT SENSORS SHOW IT M-CLASS
CNS_Bauer says:
CO: Aye Sir, ::Is so disappointed::
CSO_Shras says:
ACEO/EO: Gear up and meet me at the ladder
EO_Chapu says:
:: finishes the adjustments ::
CO_Tucker says:
*CMO*: It should not be necessary.
ACEO_T`Obea says:
::monitors power distribution as they reshape the shields to decrease friction between the air and the ship::
CSO_Shras says:
:: preps his science kit ::
ACEO_T`Obea says:
CSO: Aye.  Which ladder?
CMO_Tunik says:
::leaves Berlin in charge of sickbay:: *CO*: Will I need an environmental suit?
FCO_Elack says:
XO: Should I land the ship, sir??
CO_Tucker says:
*CMO*: Negative, it is a class M planet.
ACEO_T`Obea says:
::is still busy with sensors, fascinated by what she reads -- and curious about their mysterious surroundings.::
EO_Chapu says:
ACEO:  Let's go to ENG & get Engineering Packs.
XO_Eden says:
FCO: Yes.  ::Looks at all the blue flashing lights::  Bring her down nice and easy.
CMO_Tunik says:
::rushes to where the ladder would be... while holding tightly to his medical bag:: *CO*: Understood sir.
EO_Chapu says:
:: goes into the TL and waits for the ACEO ::
ACEO_T`Obea says:
EO: Do you mind grabbing mine?  I will meet you at the landing strut ladder::
CNS_Bauer says:
SELF: Excellent
CSO_Shras says:
ACEO: The one leading to the ground....
Host Bob_SM says:
SENSORS ALSO SHOW A TREMENDOUS VARIETY OF LIFE FORMS, MANY DEFY STANDARD BIOLOGICAL EXPLANATIONS
FCO_Elack says:
XO: Aye.....::Slowly points the ship downwards::
EO_Chapu says:
ACEO:  Right.  See you there
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ACEO_T`Obea says:
CSO: I will meet you there momentarily.   ::takes in the readings from sensors::
EO_Chapu says:
*Computer*: Computer, ENG.  Double it.
CSO_Shras says:
ACEO/EO: and for safety bring a phaser......
ACEO_T`Obea says:
CSO: Right..  I am detecting life signs on the planet... if you can call that life signs..
FCO_Elack says:
::Gradually accelerates::
CSO_Shras says:
:: gets in the TL with the EO ::
CMO_Tunik says:
::looks at his belt which holds six different hypo sprays... and remembers one of Captain Thorpe's Rambo movies::
EO_Chapu says:
CSO :  Sir . . :: grins ::
CSO_Shras says:
ACEO/EO: Unfortunately there is no way to tell how the phaser will act on them so stay sharp and watch your backs
FCO_Elack says:
XO: We are about to enter the atmosphere
CMO_Tunik says:
::makes it to the ladder... and waits for rest of crew:: *CO*: Captain, I am at the ladder, waiting for rest of away team.
ACEO_T`Obea says:
CSO: Understood.
EO_Chapu says:
CSO :  Aye, sir.
CNS_Bauer says:
::Admires Lt. Elack’s piloting skill::
ACEO_T`Obea says:
::continues to monitor the shields::  CO: Increasing shields strength to counteract the friction.
XO_Eden says:
FCO: Any turbulence expected as a result of the atmosphere?
EO_Chapu says:
:: The TL moves quickly to ENG ::
CSO_Shras says:
:: Walks out of the TL as it arrives on the specified deck and walk to the port opening of the ladder....
FCO_Elack says:
ALL: We are entering the atmosphere. Be aware, there may be some turbulence.
FCO_Elack says:
::Acquires just enough speed to enter the atmosphere::
CO_Tucker says:
::Grabs the arms of his chair::
EO_Chapu says:
:: grabs the packs, then stops in his office to grab his handy-dandy phaser ::
ACEO_T`Obea says:
FCO: we're watching ya.  ::sets ENG console to auto monitor and heads into the TL and down the shaft to the appropriate deck::
Host Bob_SM says:
AS THE GENEVA MOVES THROUGH THE ATMOSPHERE, STRANGE ENERGY BOLTS, SIMILAR TO LIGHTENING, BUT NOT LIGHTENING, EMINATE FROM MANY SOURCES... IN A FANTASTIC DISPLAY OF LIGHTS AND SOUNDS
CMO_Tunik says:
::holds himself steady... ::
CNS_Bauer says:
::Grabs and Hangs on to rail::
FCO_Elack says:
ACEO: Aye, sir.....::Breaks through the Troposphere
CNS_Bauer says:
SELF: Whoa! Check it out.
FCO_Elack says:
::Shakes the ship a little::
EO_Chapu says:
:: gets into the TL :: *Computer*:  Computer, Strut Ladder.
Host Bob_SM says:
SECTIONS OF THE GENEVA WHERE GRAV PLATES HAD FAILED NOW PICK UP NATURAL GRAVITY AS THE SHIP DECENDS
FCO_Elack says:
All: We will be landing in about a minute....
ACEO_T`Obea says:
::steps off into the appropriate deck:: CSO: Reporting as ordered sir.
FCO_Elack says:
::Breaks through the last layer of the atmosphere::
XO_Eden says:
::Looks at the bolts on the main viewer::
Host Bob_SM says:
IT IS AN ALMOST NORMAL DECENT TO THE SURFACE, TOO NORMAL, CONSIDERING THE STRANGE ENERGY EVENTS AND THE INTER-DIMENSIONAL THINGS THAT'VE HAPPEN AS OF LATE
CSO_Shras says:
ACEO/EO/CMO: We wait for the ship to land
CNS_Bauer says:
::Loosens up his fingers holding the rail::
EO_Chapu says:
:: Exits the TL and heads down the corridor; he hangs a left, goes around for 3 meters, the hangs a right and enters ::
ACEO_T`Obea says:
::nods in response to the CSO::
FCO_Elack says:
::Smoothly lands the ship on a nice, flat piece of earth below::
ACEO_T`Obea says:
EO: Lt. Chapu', nice of you to join us.  ::grins heartily:: And I see you got my stuff with you.  Thank you.
FCO_Elack says:
::Puts the ship to a complete stop::
FCO_Elack says:
ALL: We're here.
CO_Tucker says:
FCO: Good job Lt.
CNS_Bauer says:
ALL: Well that was fun.
FCO_Elack says:
CO: Thank you, sir.
XO_Eden says:
::Feels a small thud, then nothing::
EO_Chapu says:
ACEO :  No prob.  :: hands her stuff over ::
XO_Eden says:
*ACEO/EO*: How are we doing down there?
CO_Tucker says:
*CSO*: Are you ready to leave Commander?
ACEO_T`Obea says:
::feels the Geneva shudder a little as it lands::  EO: And that's our cue...  ::picks up her stuff::
Host Bob_SM says:
THE AIR OUTSIDE THE GENEVA IS STILL
CSO_Shras says:
*CO*: Yes we are sir!
CMO_Tunik says:
<ATO_Tyler> ::steps next to the ladder:: CSO: Reporting for duty.
ACEO_T`Obea says:
*XO*: We are fine, sir.  Thank you.  We are just about to head out into the great outdoors.
CSO_Shras says:
*CO*: what is the atmospheric situation out there?
EO_Chapu says:
*XO*:  Ready when the Geneva is ready
CNS_Bauer says:
::Just realizes he must be far behind with his appointment schedule:: CO: Permission to leave the bridge Sir.
CO_Tucker says:
*CSO*: Then by all means... keep an open Comm channel.... sensor show class M.
CMO_Tunik says:
::sees Tyler pop out of no where and is surprised to be caught off guard::
CSO_Shras says:
ATO: Are you assigned to this team?
CMO_Tunik says:
<ATO_Tyler> CSO: Yes sir.
CO_Tucker says:
CNS: Granted.
FCO_Elack says:
::Breathes in deeply and relaxes::
CSO_Shras says:
ACEO: Open the doors
EO_Chapu says:
CSO :  Ready to open the door, sir, on your command.
CSO_Shras says:
ALL: Don't look down....
CNS_Bauer says:
::Walks to TL Turns:: FCO: Nice flying LT.
EO_Chapu says:
:: stands ready ::
ACEO_T`Obea says:
CSO: Aye.  ::goes over to a panel and taps in her access code and tells the computer to open the hatch::
CNS_Bauer says:
::Enters TL::
ACEO_T`Obea says:
CSO: Opening.. and.. lowering ladder....
CSO_Shras says:
ATO: Whatever happens you watch our backs....we will get busy with the minerals
ACEO_T`Obea says:
::watches as the ladder slides slowly down tot he planet::
CNS_Bauer says:
::The doors close::
CMO_Tunik says:
CSO: If one is frightened of heights, wouldn't there participation in this mission be... a safety risk to other crew?
CNS_Bauer says:
COMPUTER: Deck 4 please.
FCO_Elack says:
CNS: Thank you.
ACEO_T`Obea says:
CSO: Strut ladder ready.
EO_Chapu says:
CMO:  What's the matter, Doctor?  Afraid of heights? 
Host Bob_SM says:
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